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ABSTRACT 

The primary aim of the thesis is to determine the spectrum efficiency and power 

penalty of multi-level Subcarrier Multiplexing (SCM) transmission. To perform quan

titative analysis, this thesis first develops a fiber transmission model. When there 

is one SCM transmission channel, it is found that the power penalty due to multi

level is 5 dB per bit at the same bit error rate (BER). For multiple channel SCM 

transmission, to reduce adjacent channel interference (ACI), it is found that binary 

transmission has the best spectrum efficiency for Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) pulses 

at the same BER. However, if raised-cosine pulses are used, 32-ary transmission is 

found to be the most efficient in spectrum use because of the smaller ACI. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Because of the large transmission capacity, optical fiber transmission systems have 

been widely used for long distance digital communication. To fully use the large 

bandwidth of optical fibers, Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) has been 

proposed as one promising technique. In WDM, multiple large capacity channels are 

multiplexed in the frequency domain in the same fiber. Therefore, WDM requires 

devices for wavelength filtering and since these devices are not yet mature and widely 

available [3], WDM is still not considered a mature and cost-effective technology. 

There are several other alternatives proposed to increase the transmission capacity. 

One alternative is called Subcarrier Multiplexing (SCM). This technique has been 

used in Community Antenna Television (CATV) for TV signal distribution. In this 

approach, signals are not directly multiplexed in the optical frequency domain as 

WDM. Instead, they are first multiplexed in the radio frequency (RF) domain in the 

exact same way as the composite CATV signal. The composite signal is then used 

to modulate the laser diode for transmission. 
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The use of SCM has several advantages. First, we can avoid the use of optical 

filtering as in WDM. Instead, we can use mature microwave devices, which are widely 

used in CATV and satellite communications. Another advantage is that we can avoid 

the fast switching and timing recovery circuits that are needed in Time Division 

Multiplexing (TDM). The third advantage is that we can multiplex CATV signals 

with digital signals. This allows us to distribute both existing TV signals and future 

digital High Definition Television (HDTV) signals through the same fiber. For the 

same reason, SCM can be used for Broadband Integrated Digital Services (B-ISDN), 

future fiber to home systems [3],[5], and Local Area Network (LAN) applications. 

1.2 Objectives and Previous Work 

Because of the advantages of SCM, it is important to know the transmission 

performance and to improve the transmission spectrum efBciency. A lot of work has 

been done in analog SCM transmission for TV broadcast [3],[4],[5]. In this case, TV 

signals are transmitted in Amplitude Modulated Vestigial Side Band (AM-VSB). In 

some cases, they are transmitted in Frequency Modulation (FM). Although some 

work has been done in SCM digital transmission [2],[10], researchers have assumed 

perfect band-limited channels. 

In digital SCM transmission, one important consideration is adjacent channel in

terference (ACI). When subcarrier channels are multiplexed in the frequency domain, 

some power from adjacent channels will fall into the frequency range belonging to 
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the channel of interest. This signal power is called the ACI and will degrade the 

transmission performance. 

Intersymbol interference (ISI) can be another degradation factor. When the trans

mission channel bandwidth is limited, the transmitted signal will be distorted. In the 

case of digital communication, this results in ISI. In optical fiber communications, 

the finite bandwidth comes from fiber dispersion. In single mode fibers, photons of 

different wavelengths propagate at different speeds. As a result, optical pulses be

come broader as they travel along the fiber. And ISI is the result of optical pulse 

overlap. The amount of dispersion is proportional to the transmission distance and 

dependent on the transmitted wavelength. 

In general, optical signal transmission also depends on the laser diode (LD) re

sponse. A perfect LD has its output optical power directly proportional to the input 

current. In practice, however, an LD has a threshold and will emit light only if the 

input current is larger than that. Furthermore, because of photon and carrier in

teractions, the output light exhibits relaxation oscillations under direct modulation. 

Also the carrier density exhibits similar oscillations and as a result, the refractive 

index of the laser diode cavity is also modulated, which results in a phenomenon 

called chirping. Specifically, the output wavelength is observed to vary with time 

when the diode is modulated. In SCM, if the total modulating signal is small, the 

chirping effect can be neglected. This is assumed in this thesis. However, when the 

total signal is large, the chirping effect can be significant. 
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In this thesis, both ACI and ISI are included in evaluating the transmission per

formance. To study ISI, the finite bandwidth due to fiber dispersion is considered. 

The transmission performance is computed for both binary and multi-level signaling. 

If the basic Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) waveform is used, one surprising result [1] 

shows that multi-level signaling is not as good as simple binary signaling in terms of 

the spectrum efficiency. To improve the spectrum efficiency, this thesis also considers 

the use of transmission pulses other than NRZ. It is found that use of a raise-cosine 

pulse can significantly reduce ACI, which makes multi-level signaling a better choice 

than binary signaling. 

1.3 Approach 

To study the transmission performance, we need to first characterize the channel 

response. That is, we need to first describe the fiber's response, which is essentially 

limited by fiber dispersion. From the output gain profile of the light source and the 

fiber dispersion, we can derive the fiber response. For digital modulation, the chirping 

effect can be modeled as chirping noise. For the analog small signal modulation, since 

the modulating signal is around a DC bias, we can neglect the chirping effect. 

Once the fiber response is known, we can examine the multi-level transmission 

performance. We first consider the case of a single SCM channel. To reduce ISI, we 

use raised cosine equalization, which results in a higher noise. By calculating the 

noise power passing through this filter (white Gaussian noise), we can calculate the 
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transmission power penalty needed to increase the number of transmission levels at 

a given Bit Error Rate (BER). 

To include ACI and calculate the spectrum efficiency, we consider the case of 

multiple SCM channels. Since ACI is the limiting factor at large signal power, we 

calculate the required channel separation to achieve a constant ACI to signal level 

separation ratio. Plotting the ratio of channel separation to the number of bits per 

symbol gives us the spectrum efficiency. 

1.4 Outline 

In Chapter 2, we give background information on fiber dispersion in single mode 

fibers, and explain its effects and origins. We also give some background information 

on single mode LD's since their output linewidth also affects the fiber response. 

In Chapter 3, we derive the fiber response. We first consider the response due to 

square wave input. The chirping effect and turn-on delay can be modeled as chirping 

noise and delay noise. For SCM transmission studies, we neglect the chirping effect. 

In Chapter 4, we first study the ISI effect for one single SCM channel. We calculate 

the power penalty for increasing the number of levels at a given BER. We then 

consider the ACI effect for multiple channels. We study how close the channels can 

be put together at the same transmission performance. The spectral efficiency for 

two kinds of rectangle and raised-cosine pulses is studied. 
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In Chapter 5, the conclusions and recommendations for further expansion of this 

work are made. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FIBER DISPERSION AND LASER DIODES 

To quantify signal transmission in optical communications, this chapter reviews 

the background on single mode fiber dispersion and direct pulse modulation of laser 

diodes. In addition to attenuation, fiber dispersion limits the signal transmission 

bandwidth. For digital communication, fiber dispersion results in pulse broadening 

as pulses propagate along the fiber. In general, the magnitude of fiber dispersion 

depends on the spectral content of the optical signal. Therefore, we will also review 

the direct pulse modulation of laser diodes. From the diode output spectrum content 

and fiber dispersion, we can develop a linear model for the optical fiber transmis

sion channel. This linear model will be used for SCM transmission studies in the 

subsequent chapters. 

2.1 Fiber Dispersion 

The phenomenon of pulse broadening in transmission due to fiber dispersion is 

illustrated in Figure 2.1. This pulse broadening is caused mainly by the fact that the 

group velocity vg is a function of the transmitted wavelength and the propagating 
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$ Q ) I IA 
Laser Diode Rbor Photo Detector Output 

Figure 2.1: The effect of dispersion 

mode. When the output light consists of photons of different wavelengths, they prop

agate at different velocities. In multi-mode fibers, photons of the same wavelength 

but different propagation modes can still have different velocities. Fiber dispersion 

due to different wavelengths is called intramodal dispersion, and fiber dispersion due 

to different propagation modes is called intermodal or modal dispersion. 

In single-mode fibers, since there is only one propagating mode, there is no inter

modal dispersion. The intramodal dispersion can be quantified as follows. Since the 

group velocity is  a  function of the wavelength,  the unit  propagation delay T S  = l /v s  

is also a function of the wavelength. Writing the Taylor series expansion of rg with 

respect to the wavelength, we have 

If we keep only up to the first order term of Eq. (2.1), we have the approximation 

dr  tPr  
TgW = Tp(^o) + (A — A0)-^ + 0.5(A — + • • • (2.1) 

where Aq is a reference wavelength. 

Intramodal dispersion is defined as 

intra d\ 
(2.2) 

Tg(^) = rs(Ao) + (A — A o)D{, tntra (2.3) 
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Therefore, if the output light has a linewidth of AA, pulse broadening over a unit 

distance is 

Intramodal dispersion Dintra can be further decomposed into two terms: waveg

uide dispersion and material dispersion. Material dispersion is due to the frequency 

dependence of the refractive index of the fiber material. Therefore, material disper

sion exists whether the light signal propagates in a dielectric space or in a waveguide. 

When light propagates in a waveguide, the addition guiding constraint introduces fur

ther dispersion which is called waveguide dispersion. Prom electromagnetic theory, 

it can be shown that the total intramodal dispersion is [11] 

where /3Z is the propagation constant along the z-axis of the fiber. Also, /?i = niu>/c, 

where ri\ is the refractive index of the core, u> = 2irf is the angular frequency, and c 

the speed of light in free space. 

Figure 2.2 illustrates the typical material dispersion, waveguide dispersion, and the 

total intramodal dispersion. For typical optical fibers, the total intramodal dispersion 

Dintra is zero at A = 1.3 /zm. With special design, waveguide dispersion can be 

modified to bring the total dispersion zero at A = 1.55 fim. This kind of fiber is 

called dispersion-shifted fiber. When Dintra is zero, we need to include the second 

order term in Eq. (2.1) to describe the pulse broadening. 

ATg AAZ?|'ntrg (2.4) 

Dmaterial q "f* -^tuauegtnde intra (2.5) 
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Wavelength 
0.00 

Figure 2.2: Intramodal dispersion 

2.2 Laser Diodes 

The most common light sources used in optical fiber communications are semicon

ductor light sources. Two important types of semiconductor light sources are light 

emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes (LDs). Their importance in optical com

munication derives from their small size, ease of operation, low power consumption, 

and efficient coupling to fibers. Since LED's have a large linewidth AA, the fiber 

dispersion AntroAA is generally significant. For high bandwidth SCM transmission, 

laser diodes become the only choice. In this section, we review the basic laser diode 

structures and their direct modulation characteristics. 

Similar to other semiconductor diodes, laser diodes have a injunction that satisfies 

two conditions. First, the energy gap must be greater than the photon energy hf, and 

secondly, the material must have direct band gap. The second condition is necessary 

for momentum conservation in electron hole pair recombination. 
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For carrier and photon confinement, the pn junction of laser diodes is a heterostruc-

ture junction. That is, the pn junction is a sandwich structure. The two cladding 

layers are made of materials of a larger energy band gap. The middle layer or the 

active layer has a smaller energy band gap. The smaller energy band gap of the active 

layer provides a better carrier confinement. Since it also has a higher refractive index 

than that of the two claddings, the heterostructure also provides a better photon 

confinement. 

Light generated from laser diodes is coherent. That is, majority emitting photons 

have the same wavelength and phase. This coherence is from the so called stimulated 

emission in photon generation. On the other hand, light generated from LEDs is 

incoherent due to the so called spontaneous emission. As a result, emitting photons 

have random phase and different wavelengths. 

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the active layer of a laser diode can be considered 

as an optical cavity. As photons are reflected back and forth in the cavity, they 

stimulate more electron hole pair (EHP) recombinations. Due to stimulated emission, 

stimulated photons have the same phase of the stimulating photons. As a result, we 

have light amplification. If the light amplification is greater than the cavity loss, 

the intensity of photons can be built up and we have laser emission. As the light 

intensity increases, the stimulated emission rate also increases, which will bring down 

the carrier density. Since emitted photons come from carrier recombination, a smaller 
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Figure 2.3: Laser diode's cavity 

carrier density reduces the stimulated emission rate. At the steady state, the optical 

gain equals the cavity loss, and the light intensity stays at a constant level. 

2.2.1 Longitudinal Modes 

One condition that determines the output wavelength of a laser diode is 

2 L/3Z = m2ir (2.6) 

where f3z is again the propagation constant, L is the length of the cavity, and m is an 

integer. This equation means that the round trip phase change should be a multiple 

of 27r. Since /3Z ss /?, we have 

„ , 2irn 
2 L—— = m27r 

Am — 
2 Ln 
m 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Each Am is a longitudinal mode. From the equation, the longitudinal mode separation 

is 

^m+1 — 
2Ln 2Ln 

m m +1 

or A Aiong — 2Ln( ) 
m m +1 

AA long ~ 2 Ln-K= X* 
m2 2 Ln 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 
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Figure 2.4(a) illustrates a typical multi-mode LD output spectrum. In general, 

multiple modes are undesirable owing to the larger fiber dispersion (i.e. larger AA). 

To get only one longitudinal mode (Figure 2.4(b)), we introduce an additional optical 

filtering mechanism such as an internal Bragg grating structure or a coupled cavity. 

2.2.2 Large Signal Response 

The output spectrum illustrated in Figure 2.4 is the steady state spectrum of 

a distributed feedback (DBF) laser. When the current to a laser diode is directly 

modulated, the output spectrum changes with time. For large signal modulation, 

the result is known as the chirping effect. To study signal modulation, we use rate 

equations that describe the dynamics of photons and carriers. In this subsection, 

we study large signal modulation. In the next subsection, we study small signal 

modulation, which is important to the case of SCM transmission. 

The two rate equations describing the laser diode's response are [8]: 

dN_ 
dt 

d£ 
dt Tph 

(2.13) 

(2.12) 

where 

N electron density 

<j> photon density 

J current density 
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u 11 Threshold 
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\ Threshold 

(b) 

Figure 2.4: Longitudinal modes of laser diodes, (a) Multimode. (b) Single mode. 
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i 

Tph photon lifetime 

t,p spontaneous carrier lifetime 

q electron charge 

d active layer thickness 

C constant 

These two equations can be solved by neglecting second order nonlinear terms for 

a pulse input. Assume the pulse input goes from Ji to J2 and back to J\ after To, 

where «7i is below the threshold current density Jth and J2 > Jth- The optical pulse 

output can be expressed as [8] 

0  0  < t < t d  

A(l — cos[u(t — td <t <Tq (2-14) 

.4(1 — cos[w(2o — td)]e~a^T°~td^)e~^t~T°> To < t 

where td is the initial turn-on delay and equal to 

td = Tapln(-y—p~) (2-15) 
Ji ~ Jth 

a is the time decay constant and can be expressed as 

2a = C<f>, + — (2.16) 
T«p 

where <f>, is the steady state photon density. Finally u> is the oscillation frequency 

and is equal to 

= \l,i- — n-2l 2 

4>{t) = 

U) = [wq — or2]? (2.17) 
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with u0 given by 

w0
2 = C2Ntk4>. (2.18) 

u>o/(2w) is called the relaxation oscillation frequency. 

Figure 2.5 illustrates the above analytic solution of a pulse input. Numerical 

computations from the rate equations are also illustrated in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. 

Figure 2.6 verifies the analytic solution, where we can see the relaxation oscillation 

at the turn-on transition. This relaxation oscillation also exists when both Ji and J2 

are above Jth as can be seen from Figure 2.7. For further discussion on large signal 

response of various input pulses such as exponential, raised cosine, and Gaussian, 

please see [6]. 

2.2.3 Small Signal Response 

For small signal modulation, the laser diode is first biased at a constant current 

(figure 2.8). For a single frequency input, the total input current density can be 

expressed as 

where km is the modulation index, and wm is the modulating frequency of the small 

input signal. By solving the LD rate equations, we can get the light output. The 

small signal component of the photon density can be shown to be [11]: 

J = J0(l + kme^) (2.19) 

qd(ul - + j 2awm) 
(2.20) 
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Figure 2.5: The output photon density from the analytic solution 
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Figure 2.6: The output photon density by numerically solving the rate equations 
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Figure 2.7: Numerical solution of the laser diode's rate equations with a two level 
input signal 
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From the above result we can see that the magnitude of the photon density A<j> 

is a function of the modulating frequency um. There exists a peak at the relaxation 

frequency wq. When ujm > ojq, the frequency response is a monotonic decreasing 

function. A typical value of u?0/27r is from 5 to 10 GHz. 
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Figure 2.8: Solving numerically the rate equations with a sinusoidal input 
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CHAPTER 3 

FIBER CHANNEL MODELING 

In Chapter 2, we have reviewed the background on fiber dispersion and laser diode 

modulation. In this chapter, we try to model the optical fiber as an communication 

channel based on these results. This modeling is important for us to study SCM 

transmission performance. In this chapter, we will determine the fiber transmission 

characteristics for both digital and sinusoidal inputs. To produce an accurate model, 

we include the relaxation oscillation and chirping effect together with the fiber dis

persion. 

In Section 3.1, we consider digital signal transmission and assume NRZ input in 

determining the output characteristics. The modeling consists of three steps. First, 

we consider only fiber dispersion and no chirping. Second, we include the relaxation 

oscillation. Finally, we combine the result with the chirping effect. In Section 3.2, 

we study the output characteristics for small signal sinusoidal input. 
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3.1 Digital Transmission Modeling 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the propagation delay in optical fibers is a function of 

the wavelength: 

where rg  is the total delay over a distance L of the optical fiber. 

3.1.1 Ideal Laser Diode 

An ideal LD is a LD that can respond to the input infinitely fast. In other 

words, there is no initial turn-on delay, no relaxation oscillation, and no chirping 

effect. Under these ideal assumptions, if the output light has a wavelength spectrum 

g(X — A0), where Ao is a reference wavelength, the photo current pulse at the photo 

detector output after a transmission distance L can be expressed as 

— *®(Ao) H" •^o)-D»ntra-£' (3.1) 

/
OO 

P(* - Ts(^o) - (A - \o)D in t raL) g(A - A0) d\ (3.2) 
J — OO 

where p(t) is the input pulse to the fiber. 

If we define a new dummy variable 

X — t  ^jg(Ao) (^ ^o)A'n(ro^ (3.3) 

the output current pulse can be written as 

/

c 

• I intra intra 

intra intra 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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where ® denotes the convolution. From this equation, the fiber's impulse response is 

W) = n-L7»<'n'',(y> <3'6> 
**intra-**' -Is intra*-* 

Therefore, we see that the fiber impulse response is proportional to the wavelength 

spectrum. 

The spectrum of a single mode laser diode can be assumed to be Gaussian. That 

is, we have 

<3'7> 

where AA is the standard deviation of the wavelength. The resulting impulse response 

is equal to 

^"' -vSAIaa  m 

Note that the above impulse response satisfies 

H hf*er(t)dt = 1 (3.9) 
j  —oo 

3.1.2 Including the Laser Diode's Response 

To include the finite modulation bandwidth of laser diodes, we use the expression 

for the pulse modulation output from Eq. (2.14) as the optical input to the fiber. 

Specifically, the input pulse p(t) to the fiber is modeled by the following equation. 

0 0 < t < td  

?(*) = ' (1 — cos[w(i — <<*)]e~°'( t~ ld)) td < t < T0 (3.10) 

(1 — cos[u>(To — td)]e~a(To~ t d))e~ l 3( t~To) T0  < t 
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Prom Eq. (3.4), the detected photo current pulse is 

/

oo 

•00 Intra 
(3.11) 

Assuming, as before, that the gain profile has a Gaussian form and using Eq. (3.10), 

we get 

3.1.3 Including the Chirping Effect 

As explained earlier, the chirping effect is due to refractive index modulation under 

direct modulation. When the carrier density increases above the steady state during 

modulation, the refractive index decreases. As a result, according to the longitudinal 

mode Eq. (2.8), the wavelength decreases and the output frequency increases. When 

a laser diode is turned on, the carrier density is higher than the steady state value 

to have sufficient stimulated emission build-up. Therefore, the turn-on frequency is 

higher than the steady state value. This is called the blue shift. On the other hand, 

when the carrier density is lower than the steady value during turn-off, the output 

'intra1 

where 

dintrakxl 
(3.13) 
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frequency is lower than the steady state value. This is called the red shif t .  This shift 

in wavelength affects pulse transmission over the fiber due to fiber dispersion. 

From the discussion in [6], the frequency shift at the rising and falling edge of the 

input pulse can be modeled in a form similar to Eq. (3.10) for the photon density. 

The only difference is a 90° phase shift of the sinusoidal term at the rising edge. This 

shift is due to the push-pull effect of the carrier density and photon interaction under 

modulation. By defining Xc as the minimum wavelength due to chirping (Ac < Ao), 

the wavelength shift s\(t) can be modeled as 

where a and (3 are the decay constants at the rising edge and falling edge, respectively. 

Because of the carrier density N and the photon density (f>, pulling down one another 

at the falling edge [11], the decay constant /? is usually much larger than a at the rising 

edge. Therefore, the effect of chirping at the rising edge is much more important. 

Including the chirping effect of wavelength shift during modulation, we can modify 

the output wavelength spectrum g(X — Ao) as 

0 

sa(0 = ' (Ac — A0) sin[w(< — td)]e~a^~id> 

t  < t d  

t d < t < T 0  ( 3 - 1 4 )  

(Ac — A0) [sin[w(7o — td)]e a(To  td) — (1 — e PC-3®))] T0  <t 

g(A - A0, t) = g(A - A0 - 3A(*)) (3.15) 

From Eq. (3.1) we can define rc  the chirp delay at A = Ac as 

TC — 7j(Ao) "I- (Ac \o)DiniraL (3.16) 
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We can see that the propagation delay decreases by an amount of |AC — A0|Din t raL 

at the rising edges and increases by the same amount at the falling edge. From the 

above discussion, and using the same definition of a: as in Eq. (3.3), we can express 

the output photo current as 

Ivhoto{t) = J p(t — tg(^o) — (A — Xo)DintTaL)g(X — Xq — s\(t))d\ (3.17) 

= f k{\ — cos[a;(x — fd)]e-0,^-'<'') 
jtd 

1 f t-S-Ta(\o)-*T(*)\2 

e  1  v D < " l J  d x  

+ f k{ 1 - cos[a;(71o - td)]e'a(T"-td))e-^x-%b> 
jto 

e 3\ "intrant- J fa (3.18) 

Here we have defined the deviation from the mean delay as 

S r { t )  =  S X { t )/D i n traL (3.19) 

We can also define a chirping constant 

7 = ~(Tc ~ Tg(^o)) (3.20) 

such that 

^r(^) — ' 

0 t < td  

—7 sin[w(< - <rf)]e-0,(<-'tf) t j < t  < T 0  (3.21) 

—7 [sin[w(To — td)]e~a(T°~ t d) — (1 — e~^ t~To^)^ To <t 
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3.1.4 Numerical Examples 

Figure 3.1 is a plot of the output photo current after propagating a distance L 

including the chirping effect. In the figure, we vary the total intramodal dispersion 

Dtotai defined by 

Dtotai = Djnt raA\L (3.22) 

As expected, when the total dispersion is small, the output pulse is close to the orig

inal input. Since the fiber acts as a low pass filter with bandwidth l/DintraAXL, the 

transmission bandwidth, of optical fibers increases as the total dispersion decreases. 

Also from Eq. (3.16), when fiber dispersion Dintra is small, chirping delay TC is close 

to Tg(X0), and the chirping effect is negligible. On the other hand, at large fiber 

dispersion, the relaxation oscillation effect is averaged out due to high frequency sup

pression, and the pulse broadening effect is vivid. From the illustration, we can also 

note that the chirping effect is insignificant on the falling edge because of the absence 

of relaxation oscillation and the large decay constant. 

In Figure 3.2, we illustrate the chirping effect by varying the chirping decay con

stants a and /?. Here the total dispersion Dtotai is set at 1/4 of the bit period. At 

this large dispersion value the relaxation oscillations are averaged out. Also, we can 

see that as we decrease the decay constants, we get more of the leading and trailing 

portion of the pulse shifted to the previous and following bit, respectively. Again, 

due to large decay at the falling edge, the shift to the next bit is much less significant 

than the shift into the pervious bit. 
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In Figure 3.3 we examine how the chirp constant 7 affects the output photo cur

rent. We can see that we have the similar effect as we have different time constants. 

That is, increasing 7 the power falling in the previous bit again increases. This is 

evident since by increasing 7 we are essentially decreasing the group delay at turn-on, 

and increasing the delay at turn-off. 

In Figure 3.4, we examine the linearity of the system. In the two curves shown in 

the figure, one is the output photo current pulse of duration To, and the other is the 

addition of two output photo pulses of duration T0/2 and separated by T0/2. If the 

system is linear, the two waveforms should be the same. From the figure, we see the 

fiber channel is nonlinear. This non-linearity is mainly due to the chirping effect at 

the turn-on and turn-off. 
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Figure 3.2: The output photo current with variations of the chirping decay constants. 
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Figure 3.3: The output photo current for different values of the chirping constant 7. 
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Figure 3.4: Addition of two half width pulses. The resulting pulse is not the same as 
one full width pulse due to the non-linearity of the channel. 
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3.2 Small Signal Transmission Modeling 

In the small signal transmission case, the input to the LD is an amplitude shift 

keying (ASK) signal added to a bias current. The large constant bias current with 

respect to the small signal current permits us to neglect the chirping effect and the 

relaxation oscillation. Therefore, the channel modeling in this case can be signif

icantly simplified as long as the modulation index is sufficiently small. The light 

signal output from a sinusoidal input at different modulation indices is illustrated 

in Figure 3.5. The relaxation oscillation can be seen when the modulation index is 

large. 

For M-ary ASK transmission, if the signal level separation is A, the peak to peak 

distance is (M — 1)A. Therefore, the modulation index km is 

j Peak value of the signal A(M — 1) /0  

m ~ Bias current ~ 2Ib 
( ^ 

where lb is the bias current. Given these definitions, the total input current to the 

laser diode is 

Ik  
Iin{t) = + A(M- 1)°' (3-24) 

with lorf  being the subcarrier modulating frequency and a,- the amplitude of the i th 

symbol. From the previous discussion, the output photo detector current is 

IPhoto{t) = / /,„(* - ra(A0) - (A - \o)D in traL)g{\ - \0)d\ (3.25) 
j— 00 

With the same definition 

x = t -  T g (  A0) - (A - Xo)DintraL (3.26) 
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we have 

W) = MO ®-n^-rsl.' T,(y) (3.27) 
Uintra^ **intra 

Therefore, 

hJibcr( i )  =  D l  ̂  Tfl^y) = / —  l  e (3.28) 
intra 1J -D intra Jj  \2lt Dinira/WL 

where the output spectrum of the LD is assumed to be Gaussian of the form 

1 

V^AA 

/ .  «  V  1 1 Z  X -An V 
g(A - A0) = -7==TTe~ ' (3.29) 
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Figure 3.5: The effect of the index of modulation in SCM systems. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUBCARRIER MULTIPLEXING PERFORMANCE 

EVALUATION 

In this chapter, we study multi-channel and multi-level SCM transmission per

formance. As mentioned earlier, SCM has been used for analog CATV distribution 

for its cost-effectiveness and better quality than conventional coaxial systems. For 

future digital transmission, such as HDTV distribution, it is important to investigate 

the trade-off between the performance and spectrum efficiency. This chapter studies 

how intersymbol interference (ISI) and adjacent channel interference (ACI) limit the 

transmission performance. 

Specifically, we have two objectives in the following studies. First, we want to 

know the transmission power penalty due to multi-level transmission. The power 

penalty is the amount of additional source power required to maintain the same 

BER. When we have multi-channels, the ACI becomes the ultimate limit as the 

signal power becomes large. Therefore, another objective is to know the spectrum 

efficiency due to ACI at different transmission levels. This multichannel spectrum 

efficiency study is performed for two input waveforms: the standard NRZ waveform 

and the raised-cosine waveform. 
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Figure 4.1: Impulse train 

In the remainder of this chapter, Section 4.1 gives detailed analysis for the trans

mission power and power spectral density (PSD) of the two input waveforms. Sec

tion 4.2 considers the case of single channel transmission. Therefore, ISI is the key 

factor in consideration. To reduce ISI to zero, we use the raised-cosine filter, which 

results in a smaller signal to noise ratio (SNR). Based on the raised-cosine filtering, 

we calculate the power penalty for different number of transmission levels. Finally, 

Section 4.3 considers the case of multi-channel transmission. Since the ACI is the 

ultimate limit, we study the channel separation required at a given ACI level. As 

a result, we can calculate the spectrum efficiency for different number of levels by 

keeping the ACI constant. 

4.1 Transmission Power and PSD 

In this section, we first analyze the transmission power and PSD of the square 

wave pulse and the raised-cosine pulse. For a single subcarrier at frequency UJRF and 
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Figure 4.2: Generating an SCM signal. 

biased at lb, the input current to the laser diode can be expressed as 

u(*) = (£(t) <2>p(t)) cos u>nFt + Ib  (4.1) 

= E a*P(f kT0) cos u>RFt + h (4.2) 
k 

where £(t) is an impulse train as shown in Figure 4.1. It can be expressed as 

f(0 = -«i>) (4.3) 
k 

where a* is the amplitude of the kth impulse of the input data. The process £(f) is 

cyclostationary and, from [9], it's autocorrelation function is equal to 

fle(T) = ̂ - £ RnSiT-nTo) (4.4) 
0 n——oo 

where 

Rn = E[ai:aA;+„] (4.5) 

By taking the Fourier transform, the PSD is 

= 7fT E Rne'M (4.6) 
0 n=-oo 

The signal formulation given above is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The final output 

u(t) drives the laser diode. The pulse p(t) considered in this thesis is either an NRZ 
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rectangle pulse or a raised-cosine pulse. From the illustration, x( t) is the baseband 

digital signal input, which modulates an RF subcarrier at frequency /rf = lorf/2%. 

The passband modulated output m(t) is added to a bias current and fed to the 

laser diode. 

From the basic properties of linear systems, the autocorrelation function of u(t )  is 

r U(T)  =  ( f i r f r )  ®p( r )  <8>P(-T)) ^ cosURFT + J6
2 (4.7) 

The factor 1/2 in the autocorrelation function is a result of modulation and it is 

proven in Appendix A. From this autocorrelation function expression, the PSD of 

u{t) or the Fourier transform of i?u(r) is 

-s'«(w) = |{^(w)|P(w)|2} ® {|(5(u> - U>RF) + 6(U + URF))} + 27RL*6(U) (4.8) 

= J [S{(w ~ <*>RF)\P{V — WFLF)|2 + SE(IO + URF)\P(U + o>fljr)|2] 

+27r/2<5(u>) (4.9) 

If each a,k is statistically independent from others and has zero mean, Rn is zero 

except for the case n = 0. Under this assumption, the PSD of £(t) reduces to 

s«M = Is (4-10) 
Jo 

Therefore, from Eq. (4.9), the output PSD 5u(w) is 

Su(u>) = (|J>(W - WflF)|2 + |P(u + ̂ F)|2) + 2*$6(0,) (4.11) 

In the expression, Rq represents the baseband power. For convenience of discussion, 

it is desirable to express it in terms of the modulation index. Let A be the level 
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Figure 4.3: ASK level arrangement 

separation between two adjacent levels (see Figure 4.3). As discussed earlier, we 

have modulation index as 

, _ M - 1. 
m~ 2 I h  

(4.12) 

If each level is equiprobable with probability 1/m, we have 

Ro = E[a2] 

Af-1 

= ViPiith level] 
i'=0 

K_i O 2 1 1 

" ^S(i + 5)!AI 

,m2  — 1 = A2-
12 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

From Eq. 4.12, we have 

Ro = 
4 k m  { m - l ) { m  +  l )  

(.M - l)2 12 

- b2 T2 

m 6  3(m — 1) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 
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The PSD 5u(w) is 

£.(<") = iljf M - 1 (|P(" ~ + ,P(" + "BF)|i) 

+2irl?6(u;) (4.20) 

4.1.1 NRZ Pulse Input 

Consider the first case that p(t) is an NRZ pulse. That is, 

(1 0 < t < T 0  

(4.21) 
0 elsewhere 

The corresponding Fourier transform is 

P(U>) = r0sinc(^)e-^T°/2 (4.22) 
2TT 

From Eq. 4.20, we have 

klPbT0M + \  
W - 12 M_1 

• 2f(u  ~ urf)to. . 2/(W + urf)t0. 
S l n c  (—_— ) + s m c  (——) 

The total average input power to the laser diode is 

. dui 

+ 2ir I26(u) (4.23) 

*.(0) = fcsM— (4.24) 

k*IjfM+ 1 s,2 In/ v .o diO 

/

oo 
/6

2£M<k; (4.25) 
•OO 

- 
+h (4'26) 

= K"4W=\ + 11 (4-27) 
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4.1.2 Raised-Cosine Pulse Input 

The second pulse input considered is the raised-cosine input. This pulse has less 

high frequency power than the NRZ pulse. As we will discuss in the consideration 

of ACI, it has smaller ACI at the same channel separation than the NRZ pulse. 

Therefore, we can place channels closer at the same given ACI and increase the 

bandwidth efficiency. The raised-cosine pulse can be expressed as 

(1 + cos(=^l))/2 0 <t < 2Tq 

elsewhere 

In the frequency domain, the Fourier transform of the pulse is 

= 

( 
12 M — 1 

j .  .T0(u) — u>rf). 1 . ,T0(u> — uRF) 
[sinc( -) + -sinc(— - - 1) 

" i 7T 7T 

TQ(LO 1 1
 

7T 

+ Wflp) 

(4.28) 

P{w) =To[sinc(^^) + ̂ sinc(^^ — 1) +  ̂ sinc(^^ + l)}e~'uTo  (4.29) 
7T 2 7T 2 7T 

Using once again Eq. (4.20), the PSD input to the laser diode is 

klpbt0m + 1 

- . ,-uV~ i ~rtr/ . 1 . ,To(w + Urf) . . 
+-smc( 1) + -sinc( + 1)]' 

l  it l  7r 

+27TI*6(W) (4.30) 

The average input power, with p(t) being a raised cosine, is equal to 

, du> 
(4-31) 
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Figure 4.4: ISI, Single Channel Model. 

k l u m + l  
12T0 M - 1 

1 [*To 7r(tl — T0). oMt-To),, 
4 Jo 1 + 2cos( — ) + cos ( — )dt 

kll 'm + l 
24T0 M — 1 ̂  '  6  

k l h m + l  

+ n  

8 M - 1  
+ /1 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

4.2 Intersymbol Interference: Single Channel 

In SCM transmission, ISI is caused by fiber dispersion. An overall system block 

diagram is shown in Figure 4.4. If the laser diode is properly biased, the light output 

from the diode is proportional to u(t) — Ith• At the receiver end, an AC coupling is 

used to reject the DC component. The AC signal is then sent to a coherent microwave 

demodulator. The demodulated output is passed through an equalizer filter. This 

filter is designed to achieve zero ISI. The filtered output is then sampled and detected. 
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From the discussion in the previous section, the photodetector output can be 

written as 

»(t) = (ti(i) -J,A) 0 h f i be r{t) (4.36) 

= jOa"P(* ~ nTo) cos 0JRFt) + Ib - /</, j ® {A/,-6er(0} (4.37) 

= j$3(a"P(* -  nTo) coswflF^j <g> hf i b„(t) + (Ib  - I t h) ® hJ ib„(t) (4.38) 

where hfner(t) is the fiber impulse response as studied in the previous chapter. After 

the AC coupling, the DC component (Ib — Ith) ®hfiber(t) is dropped. The remaining 

signal before the demodulator is thus 

*"(') = ~ nT0)coswflFt| ® {h fiber(t)} (4.39) 

= °n {p(* - nTo) cosLORFt} ® {/»/,(,„.(*)} (4.40) 
n 

The output of the RF demodulator is 

d{t) = w(t)2coswRFt (4-41) 

= 5Za»[{P('_nro)cosa;RF<}® {A/i6er(i)}]2cosa;RF< (4.42) 
n 

4.2.1 Raised-Cosine Filter 

To reduce ISI to zero due to fiber dispersion, the equalizer filter used is a raised-

cosine equalizer. From the Nyquist's criterion for zero ISI, at 100% excess bandwidth 

the output waveform should have the following form 

2t 1 2t 1 21 
p0ut{t) = sinc(—) + 2sinc% ~ ^ + 2sinC^ + ^ ^4'43^ 
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The received pulse from —7o/2 to 7b/2 due to ao is 

d0(t) = [{?(*) COSWAfO ® {^/«6er(0}] 2 COS VRft (4.44) 

Therefore, the transfer function of the raised-cosine equalizer is 

yt / \  ^  (^) / .  > 
tf/«tar(w) - Do^ (4.45) 

where 

' T0(l+coS(^))/2 i f \u ,T 0 \<2*  

Pontic) = \ (4.46) 

0 elsewhere 

and 

®{7r(<j(w -  u r f) + s(u> + UR f ) ) } ) h fiber {&)} 

®{2jt(£(U> - u R F )  + S(u +  u R F ) ) }  (4.47) 

= 2jr ^2^^ ~ URF^ u}r f))^i i b"(u1)} 

®{2ir (8(u> — lor f )  + £(t<; + waf))} (4.48) 

= \ ( p ( u  ~ 2URF)  +  P(u) )H f i b „(u)  -  ujr f )  

+^(-P(w) + p{v + 2URF))Hjiber{u> + u>RF) (4.49) 

= -[H/ibcr(w — <*>RF) + u> + UJRF) )P(UJ )  

+ 2 P(U ~ 2mRf)Hfiber (<*> — URF) 

+ -P(u > — 2 lUR F )Hf iber (w +  U}R F )  (4.50) 

Plots of the equalizer filter are shown in Section 4.2.3. 
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4.2.2 Noise and BER 

Using the raised-cosine filter, ISI is reduced to zero. To evaluate the detection 

performance, we need to calculate the noise power at the sampling times. For simple 

calculations and BER evaluations, we have the following assumptions. 

1. The total input noise to the equalizer is assumed to be white and Gaussian. In 

other words, we approximate shot noise as Gaussian noise. 

2. The levels are equiprobable, with probability 1 /m. 

3. The decision thresholds are the middle between pairs of levels. 

4. If there is a symbol detection error, the error symbol is assumed to be at the 

level adjacent to the actual level. Therefore, the symbol detection probability 

can be assumed approximately equal to the bit error probability (BER) over 

the number of bits per symbol. 

From the white noise assumption, we have 

for the noise PSD. At the demodulator output, the PSD of the noise nd(t) becomes 

At the equalizer output, the output noise has the PSD of the following form. 

c ( \ ^0 Sn(w) = — (4.51) 

Sn» = Wo (4.52) 

(4.53) 
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The noise power is thus 

1 roo 
nout = -ftrw(O) = 2n J oo Sn°<"(U>)dU> (4-54) 

= ^ filter(U>)\2du (4.55) 

= \2dw (4.56) 

From Eq. (4.43), the output of the raised cosine filter, we can see that the output 

level separation A, at exactly the sampling times, is the same as the input. Therefore, 

we can write the BER as 

BER « (Pflat level]<5(a;) + P[2nd level]2<3(a;) 

+P[3r(j level]2<2(a:) H h P[M t h  level]Q(x)) / log2 M (4.57) 

= (^Q(x) + e' JjQi*) + / loS2 M (4.58) 

= (^Q(x) + (Mm2)2q(x)) 1 log2 M (4,59) 

- 2{M~1)q{x) (4.60) 
M log2 M 

where 

Q(x) = J e X*t2dx (4.61) 

and 

x = —— (4.62) 
2 

The BER expression given above can be understood from the illustration given in 

Figure 4.5. 
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Q(x) A 

Figure 4.5: Multilevel BER 

4.2.3 Computation Results 

Numerical computation has been done to evaluate the power penalty for multi

level transmission. In the computation, the fiber impulse response is assumed to be 

Gaussian 

w < ) -vgw <«»> 

In the frequency domain, the corresponding transfer function is 

tf/.6er(w) = e-?(Di»"-°AALu')2 (4.64) 

Furthermore, we define the number of bits per symbol as 

k = log2 m (4.65) 

and the binary bit period as tb (or to at m = 2). Also, remember that 

Dtotal = DintraAXL (4.66) 

Numerical results for the NRZ pulse input are shown from Figures 4.6 to 4.9, and 

results for the raised-cosine input are shown from Figures 4.10 to 4.12. All variables 

are normalized by the binary bit period Jj. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the transfer function of the equalizer filter for different values of 

fiber dispersion. As dispersion increases, the gain of the filter increases. This passes 

more noise through and we have a higher BER. A similar effect due to variation in 

the subcarrier frequency is shown in Figure 4.7. From the fiber transfer function 

given above, at higher /rf we have higher attenuation or smaller received power. 

Figure 4.8 shows the filter transfer function at different values of m. We can see 

clearly that the transmission bandwidth reduces as we increase the number of levels. 

This is obvious since the baud rate decreases as m increases at a given bit rate. 

As we can expect, noise power increases as fiber dispersion increases because of 

the increased gain of the equalizer filter. Also, noise power decreases as we increase 

the number of levels because of the decease in bandwidth of the equalizer filter. On 

the other hand the level separation decreases. When we combine all these results 

and calculate the power penalty due to multi-levels, Figure 4.9 shows, it is about 

5 dB per bit. This figure is a plot of the average transmission power (excluding the 

bias power, which is the same for every case), versus the number of bits per symbol. 

Setting the noise PSD to n0 = 2 x 10-20, and the BER = 10-9 we use Eq. (4.60) 

to find x, and Eq. (4.56) to find the noise power. Plugging these two values into 

Eq. (4.62) to get the required level separation A. Finally using Eq. (4.27) we get the 

average transmission power needed. The difference of this power, when the number 

of levels is increased, is the power penalty. 
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Similar results axe found for the raised-cosine pulse input. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 

give the transfer function of the equalizer filter at different values of dispersion and 

number of levels. Figure 4.12 gives the power penalty for multi-level transmission, 

which is again 5 dB per bit. Finally by comparing Figures 4.9 and 4.12 it is seen 

that there is a 0.4 dB penalty in transmission power when we change the transmission 

pulse from NRZ a raised-cosine. This is because of the bigger area under the equalizer 

filter of the raised-cosine case which allows more noise through. 
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Figure 4.6: Plots of the equalizer filter for different values of dispersion and NRZ 
input. 
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Figure 4.7: The equalizer filter with variations of the carrier frequency and NRZ 
input. 
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Figure 4.8: The equalizer filter for increasing number of levels. NRZ pulse input is 
assumed. 
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Figure 4.9: The input power required versus the number of levels for diiferent values 
of dispersion. NRZ pulse input is assumed. 
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Figure 4.10: The equalizer filter for different values of dispersion for a raised 
input pulse. 
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Figure 4.11: The equalizer filter for different number of levels. Input pulse is a raised 
cosine. 
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Figure 4.12: Input power required for different values of dispersion, using a raised 
cosine input pulse. 
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4.3 Adjacent Channel Interference 

ACI is the noise induced by neighboring channels. Since adjacent channels are 

not band limited, some of the power falls within the channel of interest. When signal 

power is large, ACI dominates other noise and becomes the ultimate transmission 

limit. In this section, we study how ACI limits the spectrum efficiency of multi

channel transmission. 

In order to compute the ACI, we expand our basic model from a single channel 

to many subcarrier channels. Figure 4.13 illustrates the complete model. Assume 

the channel of interest is channel 0. In the following, we calculate the ACI due to 

channel  i .  

From the previous discussion, the input to channel i  is 

xi(t) = S QkiP(t ~ kT0) (4.67) 
k 

where is the amplitude of the k th bit of the i th channel. 

4.3.1 NRZ Pulse Input 

For the NRZ pulse input, from the previous discussion, we have 

rr / \ To p r . 2/ wrfi )To \ . . 2/ )^0 \1 I O t2 c/ \ (a co\ sui(v) = -j-^o[smc (- — ) + sine ( ^—)] + 2nl^6(u>) (4.68) 

where Ro is given by Eq. (4.19). The PSD of the photo detector output is 

a / \  To r) r • 2 / ^RFf )To \  - .  2 / )T0  \11 rr / \ |2 £,,M = —Bo[smc2(± 2?r  ) + sine (- ^ )}\H f i ber(oj)\2  

+2*(/6  - I th)2\HJ{b„(0)\26(u>) (4.69) 
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Figure 4.13: Multichannel SCM model 
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After the AC coupling, the DC component is dropped and the resulting PSD is 

o r \  To „ r • 2/(w ~~ urf^To. . 2/(u> + w/urJTo*,. TT , m2 „n\ swt(v) = —ilo[sinc ( — ) + sine ( — )]\hf{ber(u))\2 (4.70) 

Since we are interested in how much this signal interferes channel 0, the PSD of the 

interfering signal after demodulation at u>rf0 is 

O / \ J To p f , 2/ b^RFi )To i . 2 / "I" ^*}RFi)10 \i i rr / \ 12^ 
sdAoi(i.u) = j-j-^811"5 * 2jr ) + smc( 2^ )]|i?/,-6=rH|2J-

® {~2 2^U ~ URF°} WflF<>))| (4-71) 

Note that the factor multiplying the delta functions comes out of 22, the multiplier 

of the demodulator square, over the scaling of 2 of the demodulation, proved in 

Appendix A. The final expression for the ACI due to the ith channel is 

C ( %\ ^0 n rt; 2/ ^flF*i ^rfo )^0 \ i tt / \|2 
SdACI.{u) = —-Rosinc ( — )\Hjiber{u -i^rfoyl 

+—ilosinc^ )\h f iber(u} - WflFoJl 

,  n  .  2 / ( u  -  v r f i  + w r f o ) ? 0 . .  .  \  | 2  
+—i2oSinCZ( ^)|#/.'6er(w + WfiFoil 

. n •_ 2/( U  +VRFi  +W/eFo)7ou r r  ,  ,  u 2  +—-Rosinc ( — )|#/t6er(w+ U>/yr0)| (4.72) 

The final ACI noise power at the channel 0 equalizer output due to the i th channel is 

^^hj-ooSdAC" (4-73) 

And the total ACI noise power at the equalizer output is 

=?  hll < 4 - 7 4 )  
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4.3.2 Raised-Cosine Pulse Input 

For the raised-cosine pulse input, we can follow the same steps. The ACI due to 

the ith channel is 

•W"> = + 

® {(^(w ~ ^RFo) + + wfiF0))} (4-75). 

= 7^r|-P(w — URFi ~ WftF0)|2  \Hfiber {u ~ ̂ flF0)|2  

4 io 

+ 7^r|-P(w + wflF. - MftFa )|2  \Hfib„(u> ~ U>RF0)\2  

4 i o 
1 Rq 

+ 77}7"lP{u — URFi +WflF0)|2 \Hfiber(oj +  ̂ RF0)|2 

4 i 0 

WfiF- + wflF0)|2 \Hfiber{u + ̂ HFO)|2 (4.76) 
4 i o 

where P(u>) is equal to 

P(u>) = T0[sinc(^^) + isinc(^^ - 1) + ^sinc(^^ + 1)] (4.77) 
7T Z JT Z 5T 

4.3.3 Numerical Computations 

To evaluate the spectrum efficiency, we use the same assumptions made in the 

previous section. Namely, we assume the Gaussian impulse response for the fiber 

transfer function. 

Figure 4.14 shows the received signal power to interference power, from one chan

nel, versus the channel separation (/rf; — /rf0)7&• This graph is potted with the 

assumption DintraAXL/Tb = 0.25 and /rf7& = 50 for the 0</, channel. We can see 
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that when the channel separation is twice of the bit rate we get 16 dB signal to ACI 

for the binary case and up to 35 dB for the 128-ary case. 

Figure 4.15 shows the total ACI power over the signal level separation square 

versus the number of levels, where we square the denominator in order to make our 

result independent of the input power. 

= I-oo (4.78) 

The channel separation in this case is a function of the baud rate and therefore, it is 

varied with the number of levels. With this in mind we can see that the total ACI 

is increased by 6 dB when the number of bits per symbol is increased. Therefore, 

we need to increase the channel separation when we use higher number of levels in 

order to keep the same ACI. Figure 4.16 gives the spectrum efficiency. It shows 

how many bits per unit bandwidth we can transmit through the fiber, at different 

number of levels and at the same ACI per signal level separation square. In getting 

the plots, the initial channel separation is chosen from the binary case which is used 

as the bench mark. Then we calculate the channel separation for higher number of 

levels for the same normalized ACI power. From this figure, we can see that if we 

can tolerate high values of interference, it is more efficient to increase the number of 

transmission levels. However, for channel separation of twice the bit rate, we find 

that binary signaling gives the best spectrum efficiency. 

The next three figures give performance results for the case of the raised-cosine 

input. Figure 4.17 shows the signal to ACI noise power ratio as a function of the 
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channel separation. We can see that in this case the above ratio is much larger. 

For example, at the channel separation of twice the bit rate, the signal to ACI ratio 

(from one channel) is 38 dB in the binary case. This is 22 dB improvement from the 

previous case. Figure 4.18 compares the total ACI per level separation square for 

the raised cosine input and the NRZ pulse wave. Again an increase in the number 

of levels, while keeping the channel separation at two baud rates apart, results to a 

6 dB more ACI. On the other hand, because of the much smaller ACI, the spectrum 

efficiency shown in Figure 4.19 for the raised-cosine also looks quite different from 

the NRZ case. We can have a higher spectrum efficiency at m > 2. 
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Figure 4.14: Received signal power to ACI power versus the channel separation. 
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Figure 4.16: The spectrum efBciency given a constant normalized ACI noise power. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis has studied the power penalty for multi-level signaling and spectrum 

efficiency of SCM systems. To perform these calculations, we need to first know the 

fiber transfer function to quantify ISI and adjacent channel interference. For this 

reason, we first developed a model for the optical fiber channel. 

As reviewed in Chapter 3, we use the rate equations to model the light output and 

chirping effect of laser diodes under direct modulation. For small signal modulation 

such as in the case of SCM, relaxation oscillation and chirping effect in laser modula

tion can be neglected. Under these assumptions, the fiber channel impulse response 

has a similar form of the output spectrum of the laser diode as given by Eq. (3.6). 

For high-speed large signal modulation such as in the case of digital modulation, 

both the relaxation oscillation and chirping effect should be taken into account. In 

this case, the chirping effect results in a shift in the output spectrum at the signal 

level transitions. 

In Chapter 4 we examine the performance of SCM systems. In the first part we 

study the power penalty for the multi-level signaling. In this case, we consider only 
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a single channel case and use the raised-cosine equalizer for to reduce ISI to zero. At 

a specified BER, the power penalty is around 5 dB per bit. This power penalty is 

the same for both kinds of the input waveforms examined. Furthermore, it is found 

there is a power penalty of 0.4 dB to change the transmission pulse shape from an 

NRZ square wave to a raised cosine. 

The second part of Chapter 4 studies the spectrum efficiency for multi-channel 

SCM transmission. In this section the only degradation factor taken into account 

is the ACI since other noises become less significant by increasing the transmission 

power, while ACI is decreased only by increasing the channel separation. To deter

mine the spectrum efficiency, we use the same equalizers and expand the model to a 

multi-channel system. As a bench-mark, we use the same amount of ACI power of 

the binary case for other M-ary cases. At the given ACI power, we then determine 

the channel separation needed for different values of M. For the square wave input, 

we found that it is generally more efficient to use binary signaling, but at larger ACI 

level using 4 levels becomes more efficient. 

For raised-cosine input, since the pulse is much more frequency limited, we have 

less ACI power at a given channel separation. As a result, multi-level transmission 

becomes more efficient. For example, even for low ACI values it is still more efficient 

to use 32 levels. 

From the above observation, we conclude that the spectrum efficiency depends 

heavily on the shape of the input pulse used. Furthermore, it depends on the amount 
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of the total ACI power our system can tolerate. In general, when the initial binary 

separation is set at twice the baud rate where the ACI power is low, binary signaling is 

the best choice when a square pulse is used, and 32-ary signaling is the most efficient 

choice when a raised-cosine pulse is used. 

In the future, similar analysis can be done for Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

(WDM). Using the results from Chapter 3, we can determine the spectrum efficiency 

when multiple wavelengths are used. In this case, optical filters must be used, and 

degradation effects such as the chirping effect should be taken into account. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE OUTPUT AUTOCORRELATION OF A 

MODULATOR 

If an input to a modulator is x(t) and the output is m(t) then we can find the 

autocorrelation function of the output by writing 

m(t) = x(t) cos(u>]u?t) (A.l) 

m(t + t) = x(t + r) cos(w/y? (* + t)) (A.2) 

Therefore 

Rm(r) = m(t)m(t + r) (A.3) 

= x(t)x(t + r) cos(o>RFt) cos(u>RF(t + r)) (A.4) 

1 
= x(t)x(t + r) -(cos(o;flFr) + cos(2uRpt + URFT))  (A.5) 

= x(t)x(t + R) -cos(UJRFT)  (A.6) 

= R *( T )  \  COS(U)RFT)  (A.7) 
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